Two-photon laser scanning microscopy (2PLSM) 1,2 of cells and tissues expressing fluorescent proteins is becoming a powerful tool for biological studies at different levels of organization [2] [3] [4] . The advantages of two-photon excitation include reduced out-of-focus photobleaching, less autofluorescence, deeper tissue penetration and intrinsically high three-dimensional resolution 1,2 . The 2PLSM approach should make it possible to obtain even better optical recordings of ion concentration and cell signaling with genetically targeted sensors 5, 6 . Two-photon excitation of fluorescent proteins can also be considered as potentially advantageous in the contexts of genetically targeted deep photodynamic therapy or chromophore-assisted light inactivation 6 , three-dimensional optical memory 7 as well as super-resolution (subdiffraction-limited) imaging techniques such as stimulated emission depletion 8 , photoactivated localization microscopy and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 9 .
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To fully realize the potential of two-photon excitation of the fluorescent proteins, it is important to know their two-photon absorption (2PA) spectra, cross-section values, σ 2 , and two-photon excitation action cross-section (brightness) values, σ 2 ′ = σ 2 × ϕ, in which ϕ is the fluorescence quantum yield. The linear, one-photon absorption (1PA) spectra and extinction coefficients of many fluorescent proteins have been described and reviewed previously 5, 6, 10 (Supplementary Table 1 ), but the 1PA properties are not sufficient to predict the key 2PA properties such as optimum excitation wavelength and maximum brightness (Boxes 1 and 2).
Here we present the results of a systematic characterization of the 2PA properties of 48 fluorescent proteins, combining published data on some blue (enhanced (E)BFP series), cyan (ECFP and monomeric (m)Cerulean), teal (mTFP series), green (EGFP, mWasabi and mAmetrine), orange and red (DsRed, mRFP and 'Fruit' series) fluorescent proteins 11, 12 with new data on the most promising far-red variants, such as mRaspberry, E2-Crimson, mKate, mKate2, tandem dimer (td)Katushka2, mGrape3, mNeptune, eqFP650 and eqFP670. The 2PA spectrum (presented in absolute cross-section values per mature chromophore) represents the fundamental molecular property of a fluorescent protein, a property that could strongly constrain its utility in any two-photon application. The data presented here are an important first step in determining which proteins are brightest upon two-photon excitation and at what wavelengths, but there are other factors-such as expression rate, photostability, photoswitching efficiency or ability to generate singlet oxygen-that also need to be considered when selecting the right mutant for a particular two-photon application.
We acquired all the data using the same experimental setup, common 2PA reference standards and an all-optical method for measuring mature chromophore concentration 11 (Supplementary Methods). Briefly, we used a relative fluorescence method with femtosecond excitation and coumarin 485, coumarin 540A, rhodamine 610, fluorescein and styryl 9M as 2PA standards 13 , which eliminated the necessity to calibrate the laser parameters. The power dependence of the fluorescence signal was quadratic for all data presented, assuring that the spectra represent pure 2PA. We collected the spectra in a much broader range (550-1,400 nm) than commonly reported, which revealed new optimal wavelengths for excitation and provided insights into the relation of 2PA properties with protein structure.
two-photon versus one-photon absorption properties
There are several different classes of fluorescent proteins that are usually grouped according to their chromophore structure. These classes vary tremendously in terms of their absorption and fluorescence properties. Similarly, we observed large variations in the 2PA spectra of these classes ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Because the chromophore in fluorescent proteins is not centrosymmetric, the parity selection rules for one-and two-photon transitions are relaxed 14 . As a result, the same bands should appear in both one-and two-photon absorption spectra, although with different relative intensities. An overlap between 1PA and 2PA spectra is generally apparent for the longest-wavelength absorption band, corresponding to the first electronic transition from the ground state (S 0 ) to the first excited state (S 1 ) (Box 2 and Fig. 2 previously ascribed to an enhancement of certain vibronic transitions in 2PA spectrum 11, 15 , illustrates why the optimal 2PA excitation wavelength cannot in general be deduced from the 1PA peak wavelength. The most notable difference between the 2PA and 1PA spectra is the appearance of strong two-photon absorption in the region of wavelengths much shorter than those of the S 0 to S 1 transition, where 1PA is extremely weak. This recently observed 2PA feature of fluorescent proteins 14 is a consequence of higher electronic S 0 to S n transitions, which had been predicted theoretically for various types of chromophores 16 (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The S 0 to S n shorter-wavelength 2PA transitions can be very intense owing to the resonance enhancement effect 14 (Box 2). Indeed, in some chromophores, including those of Citrine, mOrange, mBlueberry1, DsRed2 and TagRFP, this enhancement is so strong that we found optimal excitation at wavelengths much shorter than what one would expect based on the 1PA properties alone (Fig. 1) .
In the spectra of red and far-red proteins, these S 0 to S n transitions occur at 700-770 nm, matching well with the tuning range of femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers and thus offering new opportunities with already existing commercial 2PLSM systems 12, 17 . For example, excitation of the higher S 0 to S n transition of TagRFP simultaneously with the first, S 0 to S 1 , transition of mKalama1 makes dual-color two-photon imaging possible with a single excitation laser wavelength 12 . Alternatively, two proteins with very different Stokes shifts can be used for this purpose 18 .
Compared to a regular dye in solution, the chromophore of a fluorescent protein is buried in a complex, spatially organized protein environment that influences the optical properties of the chromophore through electrostatic interactions 19 . Recently, it has been shown that different hues in mutants that contain the same (DsRed-type) chromophore are caused by variations in the local electric field inside the beta barrel 20 . The shifts of the 1PA peak wavelength are accompanied by only small changes in the box 2 AnAtomY oF tWo-Photon AbsorPtion sPeCtrum Two-photon absorption cross-section, σ 2 , (measured in Goeppert-Mayer units, 1 GM = 10 −50 cm 4 s) characterizes the probability of the simultaneous absorption of two photons whose energies add up to match the molecular transition energy. Two-photon absorption (2PA) is governed by different quantum-mechanical rules than one-photon absorption (1PA), and, as a result, the 2PA spectra are often much different in shape than their one-photon counterparts, as exemplified in Figure 2 for TagRFP. The 1PA (extinction) spectrum in the region of the S 0 to S 1 transition is described by ε(ν) = A |m 10 | 2 g 1 (ν) (1) in which A is a constant, ν is the frequency, m 10 is the matrix element of the electronic transition dipole moment between states S 0 and S 1 , and g 1 (ν) is the 1PA line-shape function, which includes the distribution of intensity owing to vibronic transitions. The 2PA spectrum in the same region is represented, within the two-level approximation, by σ 2 (ν) = B|∆m 10 | 2 |m 10 | 2 g 2 (ν) (2) in which B is another constant, ∆m 10 is the difference between permanent dipole moments of the excited (S 1 ) and ground (S 0 ) states, and g 2 (ν) is the 2PA line-shape function. The shape of the 2PA spectrum, g 2 (ν), is different from the shape of the 1PA spectrum, g 1 (ν), because some vibronic transitions become enhanced in the two-photon process, whereas the pure electronic transition is the strongest in the one-photon process. In the S 0 to S n transition region (Fig. 2) , the 2PA is surprisingly strong. The 1PA in this region is described by ε(ν) = A|m n0 | 2 g 1 ′(ν) (3) in which g 1 ′(ν) is the 1PA line-shape function for this higher transition, and m n0 is the transition dipole moment connecting states S 0 and S n . The 1PA is very weak (Fig. 2) because of small absolute value of m n0 . The 2PA, in the three-level approximation 14 , reads (4) in which m n1 is the transition dipole moment between states S 1 and S n , g 2 ′(ν) is the 2PA line-shape function, ν 10 is the (peak) frequency of the S 0 to S 1 transition and ν L is the laser frequency (ν L = ν/2). The 2PA becomes very strong in this region because of large absolute values of m 10 , m n1 , and quantummechanical effect known as resonant enhancement 14 .
Resonant enhancement occurs when the laser frequency, ν L , approaches from below the energy of the lowest S 1 state, ν 10 , resulting in fast reduction of denominator in equation (4). extinction coefficient (Fig. 3a) . The local electrostatic environment also influences the 2PA properties but with the important difference that the shift of the peak absorbance is accompanied by large changes in 2PA cross-section (Fig. 3b) . This is because the 2PA cross-section is much more sensitive to the local electric-field variations (Box 3 and Fig. 4 ).
For example, we found that Citrine was as bright as EGFP upon one-photon excitation, but much dimmer than EGFP upon twophoton excitation. This effect could be due to the change of the local field at the chromophore site caused by the high polarizability of a nearby stacking residue, Tyr203 (ref. 21) .
choosing the protein and laser for two-photon excitation In Table 1 we summarize the most relevant 2PA properties of representative fluorescent proteins (see Supplementary Table 2 for all the proteins studied). Comparison of the data revealed a remarkable variability: the maximum σ 2 and brightness σ 2 ′ changed over two orders of magnitude ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). These are much larger differences than those observed for onephoton extinction (ε), which changes at most by eightfold (from 10,800 M −1 cm −1 (mBlueberry1) to 85,600 M −1 cm −1 (DsRed2)). This means that identifying the right fluorescent protein for a particular 2PA application is crucial for success. If we concentrate only on two-photon brightness, several proteins stand out as good potential two-photon probes in the Ti: sapphire tuning range. Among the proteins fluorescing in the blue-green region, the members of mTFP series were twice as bright as EGFP when excited at 870-920 nm. In the yellow-orange region of fluorescence, mOrange could be efficiently excited near
box 3 sensitiVitY oF tWo-Photon AbsorPtion to loCAl eleCtriC Field
Because two-photon absorption (2PA) is governed by different quantum mechanical rules, it reveals different aspects of the chromophore structure and chromophore-protein interactions. Unlike linear extinction, ε, which depends only on the transition dipole moment squared, |m 10 | 2 , 2PA cross-section σ 2 is proportional to both |m 10 | 2 and |∆m 10 | 2 (compare equation (2) in box 2). The consequence of this is that σ 2 is sensitive to the electric field present in the protein barrel. Therefore, σ 2 can be manipulated by changing the electrostatic environment of the chromophore. For example, in the 'Fruit' proteins, all of which have the same chromophore but different environment, the one-photon absorption (1PA) extinction coefficient varies only very slightly but 2PA cross-section increases very fast when |∆m 10 | increases (Fig. 4) .
The chromophore of a fluorescent protein has a permanent dipole moment in both the ground (m 0 ) and excited (m 1 ) states. Because of the high mobility of the π-electronic cloud, the S 0 to S 1 transition has a certain charge-transfer character, resulting in a difference between permanent dipoles (∆m 10 = m 1 - m 0 ≠ 0). Another important property of the labile π-electron system of the chromophore is that the charge density easily redistributes upon application of external electric field e, thus resulting in an additional induced component of the dipole moment m ind . This induced portion of the dipole is related to the electric field through polarizability coefficient (more generally, tensor) a: m ind = a e. If the polarizabilities in the ground (a 0 ) and excited (a 1 ) states are different, the change of induced dipole moment ∆m ind 10 will contribute to the total change of dipole moment: ∆m 10 = ∆m 0 10 + 0.5 ∆m ind 10 = ∆m 0 10 + 0.5(a 1 − a 0 ) e, in which index 0 in ∆m 0 10 corresponds to 'zero field' situation. This dependence makes ∆m 10 sensitive to the electric field. This mechanistic picture of how the chromophore electronic structure is tuned by its environment makes strong predictions for creating better fluorescent proteins for two-photon applications: one can obtain a strong gain in peak 2PA crosssection upon increasing of |∆m 10 | (which follows the changes of e, or, more accurately, projection of e on ∆m 10 ). In fluorescent proteins, e can be altered by changing certain charged amino acids, or the hydrogen bonding network, on the axis of the chromophore dipole. 730 nm, whereas TagRFP, tdTomato, DsRed, mKate, mKate2, mKate S158A, mKate S158C, tdKatushka2 and mNeptune show quite bright red fluorescence when excited at 730-770 nm. Several proteins offer useful 2PA properties beyond the common range of Ti:sapphire lasers. In particular, those with orange to far-red fluorescence can be excited efficiently at wavelengths between 1,000 nm and 1,200 nm, where there is relatively little tissue or water absorption, weak tissue scattering and vanishingly small amounts of tissue autofluorescence 1 (Fig. 5) . There is a good match between the 2PA peak of tdTomato and tdKatushka2 and minimum attenuation of the tissue in the spectral range from 1,000 nm to 1,150 nm. Although tdKatushka2 is not as bright as tdTomato, its fluorescence spectrum is red-shifted with respect to that of tdTomato (Fig. 5) , fitting better to the highest transparency range. Although the region of 1,000-1,150 nm is inaccessible to standard Ti:sapphire lasers, there are other laser solutions currently available such as femto-and picosecond neodymium (Nd)-and ytterbium (Yb)-doped fiber and glass lasers.
Why do published cross-sections vary so much?
An accurate measurement of the absolute 2PA cross-section remains a technically demanding task that requires careful independent experimental evaluation of several parameters, each of which has a particular experimental error that contributes to uncertainty in the cross-section value. In pioneering work, researchers from the Webb 1,2,22,23 , Schmidt 15 and Kleinfeld 3 groups reported the two-photon excitation action cross-section spectra of ECFP, EGFP, EYFP and DsRed, measured within the typical spectral range of a Ti:sapphire laser. More two-photon excitation 4, 11, 12, 14, 18, [24] [25] [26] and 2PA 27 spectra followed, but the absolute two-photon excitation cross-sections obtained even for the same protein varied dramatically. For example, the peak σ 2 ′ value of 30 Goeppert-Mayer units (GM) that we obtained for EGFP has been reported to be 1.5 GM (ref. 27 ), 20 GM (ref. 2) , and for mEGFP a value 300 GM has been reported 26 . Such discrepancies may be attributed to several potential sources of experimental error. First, measurements based on two-photon excited fluorescence such as the measurements we performed are usually more accurate than the nonlinear transmission techniques (including Z-scan, pump-probe and others) that have been used in some other studies 27 because the former rely on zero-background detection and require much less excitation power and lower concentration of chromophores. The high excitation used in nonlinear transmission techniques can initiate other spurious nonlinear optical processes such as 'thermal lensing' , stimulated emission and scattering, resulting in underestimated 2PA cross-sections 28 .
Most of the authors obtained the cross-section values by using two-photon excitation fluorescence in combination with 2PA standards. In several studies, these measurements had been performed relative to fluorescein or rhodamine B, but the actual values for these reference dyes vary in the literature 13, 29 . This can explain the difference between the EGFP peak crosssection we obtained, σ 2 ′ = 30 GM, using the fluorescein value of σ 2 = 16 GM ± 2 GM at 920 nm 13 , and σ 2 ′ = 41 GM reported by Blab et al. 15 that was based on a higher value (σ 2 = 26 GM ± 8 GM) for fluorescein at the same wavelength 29 .
Finally, most measurements have been complicated by an uncertainty over the actual concentration of the mature chromophore in a protein sample. Typically the concentration is measured using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay or alkaline denaturation methods. Both can introduce errors, especially if the protein folds or matures poorly and/or the chromophore is unstable under alkaline denaturating conditions 30 . This can be circumvented by using an all-optical approach 11 that relates the fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield to the extinction Methods and Supplementary  Fig. 3) . Comparison of our measurements of mBanana 11 and those reported previously 31 revealed that this protein has an order of magnitude higher extinction coefficient than previously thought because it appears that only a small portion of the protein matures to form the chromophore.
coefficient (Supplementary
Although the last 15 years of work have produced a remarkably wide range of reported cross-section values for EGFP and other commonly used proteins, there is an emerging consensus for some of the proteins. The cross-section of EGFP at 850 nm recently obtained by Herz et al. 4 is in perfect agreement with our result at the same wavelength, and recent data by Hashimoto et al. 24 on EGFP, BFP and ECFP are also consistent with our measurements (Supplementary Table 2 ).
remaining challenges A great deal of effort has been devoted to optimizing one-photon properties of fluorescent proteins, but surprisingly little attention has been paid to creating brighter mutants for two-photon applications. The recently developed model of the effect of local protein environment on 2PA (Box 3) should make it possible to increase the 2PA cross-section by manipulating the strength and direction of the electric field inside the barrel. New generations of mutants with even brighter two-photon fluorescence will inevitably be created. Large 2PA cross-sections and quantum yields are only part of the solution, however. In 2PLSM, the photostability of the probe is a serious constraint. To date, there is very limited information on the nonlinear multiphoton photobleaching of fluorescent proteins, and it is often difficult to compare measurements directly because the bleaching rate depends on several laser parameters in a complex way 4,32-37 and can vary dramatically between fluorescent proteins 38 .
At the rather high excitation intensities usually required for 2PLSM (10 5 -10 7 W cm −2 at the sample), the photobleaching rate rises with laser intensity more steeply than the expected quadratic function 4, 32, 33 . This means that lowering the peak power while raising the repetition rate can reduce total photodamage while producing the same fluorescence signal 34 . One possible explanation for the very steep power dependence of the photobleaching could be a further (stepwise) absorption from a long-lived triplet state 35 . This is consistent with the observation that lowering the repetition rate while maintaining the same peak power can be beneficial 35 , although the improvement comes at the cost of longer acquisition times.
The photophysical mechanisms of nonlinear photobleaching remain unclear. The first step will be to carefully characterize the multiphoton photobleaching rates of a broad set of fluorescent proteins, which should then lead to a structure-property model that can be used to develop new variants more suitable for 2PLSM and other challenging applications. There is empirical evidence that reducing the photon energy (that is, increasing wavelength) often provides better photostability in 2PLSM. The photobleaching of DsRed slows down by an order of magnitude when the excitation wavelength is shifted to the red, from 750 to 950 nm 32 . Similarly, excitation of EGFP at 920 nm provides the twofold improvement compared to 850 nm 4 , and the red protein (tdRFP) is much more stable upon 1,100-nm excitation than the green protein (EGFP) excited at 850 nm or 920 nm 4 . These observations-and the high two-photon excitation brightness near 1,050-1,150 nm of mOrange, TagRFP, tdTomato, DsRed, tdKatushka2 and mKate2-indicate that these probes can offer new opportunities for deep-tissue imaging.
